Trans-Lux

Thirty-five minutes of exciting newsreels, plus the much-heralded "Inside Nazi Germany — 1938," March of Time, send off the Trans-Lux Theater bill this week as one of the best, if not the best, since this interesting theater opened its doors last year. This March of Time feature enlightens the audience upon the tremendous propaganda being machined by Hitler.

The continuity of the news portion of the show has everything from the lost New York-to-Washington airliner, arriving safe at Hartford, Conn., to bathing beauties, prize fighters and the terrific ice jam at Niagara Falls. Then for diversion we see Justice Reed acknowledging his court appointment and Il Duce's son on his record flight from Italy to Rio.

One of the most unusual and fascinating shorts to be seen at the Trans-Lux Theater is the one entitled "Jungle Juveniles." Here is an adorable blond-haired boy who forms a real friendship with two chimpanzees, the result being one of the most unusual and clever bits of movie recording in a long time.

This always enjoyable program would not be complete without the Disney cartoon in color. This time it is an extremely likable one, "On Ice," with Donald Duck doing the honors.